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Schools are places of learning but they are also workplaces, and teachers are employees. As such, are teachers more akin to professionals or to factory workers in the amount of control they have over their
work? And what difference does it make? Drawing on large national surveys as well as wide-ranging interviews with high school teachers and administrators, Richard Ingersoll reveals the shortcomings in the
two opposing viewpoints that dominate thought on this subject: that schools are too decentralized and lack adequate control and accountability; and that schools are too centralized, giving teachers too little
autonomy. Both views, he shows, overlook one of the most important parts of teachers' work: schools are not simply organizations engineered to deliver academic instruction to students, as measured by test
scores; schools and teachers also play a large part in the social and behavioral development of our children. As a result, both views overlook the power of implicit social controls in schools that are virtually
invisible to outsiders but keenly felt by insiders. Given these blind spots, this book demonstrates that reforms from either camp begin with inaccurate premises about how schools work and so are bound not
only to fail, but to exacerbate the problems they propose to solve.
he Complete Word Study New Testament is a revolutionary product containing an exhaustive amount of Bible study research material in single book formats. Available currently in the King James Version, the
text of Scripture comes alive, as you are able to research important information about each Greek word within each volume
These papers examine the history behind Turkey's application for EU membership. The contributors tackle the thorny issues of Cyprus, Turkey's attitude towards a common defence policy and Turkish
parliamentarians' views on the nation's relations with the European Union.
"overview coming soon"
Miesner shows how to experience the depths of God's love and explains how Hislove manifests in believers' lives.
Ed Fitzgerald was a good cop who did everything by the book. Discovering a burglary in progress and attempting to apprehend the criminals, he becomes not only a victim of the crime but of the court system
when he wounds one of the teen criminals. As a result, he he loses the sight in one eye, his job and his savings. Ed takes a job with an armored car company and plans the perfect crime. He steals millions
and makes a successful getaway. When later caught, he is virtually penniless. He refuses to utter a word and is sentenced to twenty years in prison where he dies during a riot. Art Booker, a prison guard is
the only man he trusts because he has not probed, as other prisoners and prison administrators have done, about the whereabouts of the money. As he is dying, Ed gives Art clues to the location of the
missing millions. Their whispered conversation is overheard and the chase is on from (Over) New England to Florida and the Cayman Islands. Author and former police officer Peter Mars has been faithful to
the details of the story as they have been relayed to him by the people involved.
Written by a messianic Jew, this 25-day Advent devotional explores the Old Testament roots of the Magi and their gifts, inviting readers to join the "wise men" on their journey to Jesus...

Edited by Spiros Zodhiates, Th.D. Book introductions Footnotes on key passages Extensive cross-referencing system AMG Greek concordance Hebrew and Greek word study
sections Strong's dictionary Strong's numbers & Hebrew grammatical codes Translational reference index 2,608 pp.
BE meets all of us where we either are presently, will be or have been---a leper. BE provides encouragement as we go through knowing that ALL THINGS work together for the
good of those who love God and who are the CALLED according to HIS purpose. BE connects the decay in our lives due to addiction, generational curses and soul ties (sin) to
what we shall become TELIOS---it doth not yet appear what we shall be...CHRIST IN YOU the hope of glory.
The Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible Spanish Edition is a brand new edition of the best-selling Key Word Study Bible product line. Now available using the Reina-Valera
1960 translation into the Spanish language, this Bible will open up the doors to in-depth study of the Bible's original languages of Hebrew and Greek. All the features and benefits
of using the AMG Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible are available in this edition including Bible book introductions, marking of key words and Strong's numbers, footnotes and
center-column references for in-depth study, Old and New Testament grammatical helps section, and Bible and word study dictionaries in the back of this edition. Bonded
Leather Burgundy edition
"Key words in the text coded to Strong's Greek and Hebrew dictionaries. Introduction to each book, exegetical notes, center column references, grammatical helps to the New
testament, lexical aids, concordance, Strong's dictionaries, and eight-page color Bible atlas." -- Title page.
The newest in a long line of commentaries by noted Greek scholar Dr. Spiros Zodhiates, this new Matthew Commentary is the culmination of daily and rigorous study of the
original Greek text for the entire Gospel of Matthew. The word-for-word exegesis will open insights into the original language of the New Testament, illuminating the English texts
we have today more fully.
Book introductions Footnotes on key passages Red letter NIV center-column reference system Codes in New Testament text identify grammatical structure of key Greek words
Notations explain significance of grammatical codes Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek word studies Concordance Hebrew, Aramaic, and Greek dictionaries 2,186 pp.
CrumbSnatchers (Matthew 15, Mark 7) captures the plight of the modern single mother/parent, underemployed, unemployed, migrant worker, female professional, minorities,
inner city youth... as they struggle to acquire the basic necessities of life in a system that appears designed to keep them out. CrumbSnatchers takes the Biblical crisis of the SyroPhoenician woman and translates it to modern day experiences and solutions. She is an idol worshipper, an outcast, from the wrong side of town and a woman. She presses
through all of the obstacles and human impediments to get more than she bargained for. For those willing to fight the good fight of faith, there is a miracle waiting for you. God
has a RIGHT NOW BLESSING and a space for you to be grafted into the Tree of Life, the New Jerusalem. Just keep the faith and refuse to be shut up. Refuse to be denied.
Defy convention
Search it and research it” is the basis for AMG's Bible Essentials software. The latest version (2.1) incorporates improved menu and searching features as well as key new
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product additions. Using the Libronix system, the program makes it easy to search the Bible and other provided resources. BE2.1 is for PC computers only and includes over
$400. worth of in-print book resources.
Pomegranate perfection recognizes the fact that as the seed of God we are is striving toward and destined for perfection.
Are you tired of the same soup warmed up over and over again? Author Herbert Fenner a Baltimore native holds you captive as he takes you on a journey that you will never
forget. You want real? You got it! You want drama, suspense, humor and a good ending? Trust me it’s in here. Growing up in the mean streets of Baltimore Tony, Tye, Lou, Big
Dog, Dink and the rest of the Chapel Hill crew violently informed the rest of B-More that Chapel Hill had stood up in the drug trade and wasn’t planning on going anywhere. But
little did they know Baltimore drug trade was more violent than they could ever imagine. This young crew got in the game but death, betrayal and a blood trail would be the only
way out. With blood on his hands and a word of hope from his mother in his heart, Tony was determined to find his way out of the game. Follow this blood trail if you dare and you
will find out that it may just lead to your front door. This is not just a book; this, my friend is “The-Inner-Me!”
Christ in you, the HOPE of glory... By God’s grace, the weak, the base, the foolish are lifted out of the dust and the GRIT and molded to perfection, ‘IN OUR IMAGE, AFTER
OUR LIKENESS.’ THIS BOOK INCLUDES THE STARTUP PROGRAM TO CREATE A KING’S KIDS BOOTCAMP. THE ACTUAL STARTUP KIT, INCLUDING
INCORPORATION AND NONPROFIT PAPERS MAY BE OBTAINED FOR $275 at APOSTLE GARDNER (601) 780-0297
Let the River Flow The river is being released and will, in its fullness, result in the greatest harvest the earth has ever known. It will be glorious! What started as a trickle, God is
turning into a mighty flood, bringing refreshment and vitality to all who immerse themselves in His glorious love. If you have yet to experience this unprecedented outpouring of
the Holy Spirit, or don't know how to jump into the water, this book will touch your heart and point you in the right direction. With powerful insight into the theme of water that runs
through the Bible, pastor Dutch Sheets shows what a person--and a church--can do to experience the rising current of renewal and revival.
The messages contained in this book were prepared under the sponsorship of American Mission to Greeks, New York City. The Mission felt that in appreciation for what the
Christians of the United States have been doing for the people of Greece, both spiritually and materially, it should give them something of value from the original Greek New
Testament. This study is probably one of the most extended expository works on that much neglected, though eminently practical, book of James.
In the prayer of John 17 Jesus not only verifies His preexistent nature and His purpose in coming to this earth, but He also reveals the glorious destination for Himself, and those
who are His joint heirs. The purpose and place of prayer is herein established. Prayer releases the Father's will in heaven, which places into motion the answers. Jesus' prayer of
John 17 precedes Him to the cross, through the cross, and into the bosom of His Father. It also precedes us and makes provision for us. The beautiful storehouse of Jesus'
sacrificial blessing is revealed to us. The importance of "a family" to Father-God is revealed and His love spilled out that it would be accomplished. The heart-cry of Jesus is that
we know Father-God. He shows us His relationship with Him and invites us into the family. John 17 reveals the depth of intimacy Jesus has with His Father. In a world that
struggles profusely with fatherhood this reveals a relationship that lacks nothing! Ramona B. Jolly has an earned Ph.D. in Christian Education and Administration. In 1993-1994
she and her family lived in Kenya, East Africa as missionaries. It was in Africa that the purposes of God burst forth in her in bigger than life experiences. During this time a
passion to serve Christ and flow in the purposes He foreordained was birthed. That passion remains to this day. In 1999 Ramona and her husband established YAHshua
International, Inc., a 501(c)(3), to facilitate the ministries He has called them to. During a time of great trial when her husband was battling for his life with two kinds of leukemia
raging in his body, she learned that Father-God could be trusted with life so precious. This was the beginning of a deep, true relationship with Him. Ramona and Billy have 3
children and two grandchildren. Website to purchase book: www.RamonaBJolly.com.
The Coming Messiah: Hope for a Hurting World provides a glimpse of history and how the world arrived at this point in time by maintaining a focus on the nation of Israel. God's redemptive story is woven
throughout its pages, providing encouragement and hope for those who may feel they have no hope. We see war and strife on every side, distress among nations, famine and disease, and a time when evil is
called good and good is called evil. Yet even in the midst of extreme difficulty and persecution, you can find peace, you can have hope-hope that can only be found in the person of Jesus Christ. The Coming
Messiah: Hope for a Hurting World tells how you can have that hope, hope that surpasses all understanding. Difficult times are sure to come, yet God has provided a way of escape through his dear Son,
Jesus Christ.
There are times when a Greek or Hebrew word has a distinct meaning that seriously affects the proper interpretation of Scripture. Unless you are familiar with these languages, you will not be able to
determine what word in the original text was used or the differences between these words-until now. The Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible identifies the key words of the original languages and presents
clear, precise explanations of their meaning and usage. Those who love God's Word will treasure this Bible, for it contains a whole library of biblical helps within its covers. NOW INCLUDED * Wider Margins
on Pages of the Bible Text * Key Words in the Biblical Text Coded to Strong's Numbers * New Word Studies with AMG's Annotated Strong's Dictionaries * Red Letter Edition of the English Standard Version
of the Bible GENUINE LEATHER BLACK
Dr. Spiros Zodhiates' greatest contribution to Bible students everywhere is the "Hebrew-Greek Key Word(r) Study Bible," which uses the Strong's numbering system to take the reader to the Hebrew and
Greek words behind key words in the KJV English text, and uses AMG's own special codes on the New Testament KJV English text to reveal the nuances of Greek grammar. In addition, there are extensive
exegetical footnotes explaining the most difficult passages of the Old and New Testaments. Words of Christ in Red; KJV Center-Column References. GENUINE LEATHER BURGUNDY THUMB-INDEXED"
The Complete Word Study Dictionary: Old Testament is the final volume in AMG's Complete Word Study Series. These Bible study tools are designed to make the original languages of the Bible accessible to
every student of the Word of God. This lexicon is a companion volume to The Complete Word Study Old Testament, which identifies the words of the Hebrew text of the Old Testament by the placement of
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Strong's numbers and grammatical codes over the English text. Together these two volumes represent the Old Testament portion of this series.
A detailed study tool for Bible scholars, this dictionary is the perfect companion to The Complete Word Study New Testament. Each Greek word in the New Testament is defined and explained, providing
readers with all they need to explore every idiom and nuance of the original Greek text. Each entry includes word derivation, exegetical commentary, word history and etymology, and synonym and antonym
lists.
The Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible Spanish Edition is a brand new edition of the best-selling Key Word Study Bible product line. Now available using the Reina-Valera 1960 translation into the Spanish
language, this Bible will open up the doors to in-depth study of the Bible's original languages of Hebrew and Greek. All the features and benefits of using the AMG Hebrew-Greek Key Word Study Bible are
available in this edition including Bible book introductions, marking of key words and Strong's numbers, footnotes and center-column references for in-depth study, Old and New Testament grammatical helps
section, and Bible and word study dictionaries in the back of this edition. Bonded Leather Black edition
Learn what the Bible says about divorce when it comes to prohibited marriages, nuptial rights, and the duties of husbands and wives.

'Running The Race To Win' is a book about developing a deeper understanding of discipleship and developing a deeper relationship with Christ. It does not matter if you are a
businessperson, schoolteacher, nurse, athlete, computer technician, student etc. you are called to be a disciple and to make disciples. The contemporary church has many times
neglected the original command laid down by Christ Himself and for this reason discipleship seems to be a radical message. However, for the church to fulfill its mission we must
once again return to this radical call. The word radical comes from the Latin word radix meaning the root of things. Radical discipleship is simply a call to return to biblical
foundations. Biblical foundations are at the root of discipleship since a disciple is one who has been instructed in the foundational teachings of Christ.
An objective discussion of educational leadership from both inside and outside the school system, focusing on ethical issues, dominant models, and today's unprecedented
commitment to community involvement. * A detailed overview explains current concepts of educational leadership and their origins along with ethical issues and controversies * A
timeline charts the shifting perspectives on the "ownership" of education and community involvement
It had been several years since Peter had delivered God's message at Pentecost. The audience had come from all over the world. There was nothing novel in the message ? it
consisted of things any good Jewish person would have known from their childhood. The difference was that this message was accompanied by the power of God's Spirit. After
our Lord's ascension into heaven (Acts 1.11), Peter labored for his Savior tirelessly to the point of death. He understood well the urgency of the times and he desired to pass that
along to as many believers as possible. These two epistles show Peter's efforts in stirring up those who had been stirred up at Pentecost ? at the birth of the Body of Christ.
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